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of the raid was to test the enemy's coastal defences in a sector of
great natural strength ; to put the important port of Dieppe and
its installations out of action ; to experiment with the possibility of
putting a large force with tanks ashore on an open beach ; and to
force the Luftwaffe, which had lately refused to come up and fight
in response to our frequent air sweeps over France, to take the air
in an attempt to defeat our landing.
The hostile batteries to the west of the port were to be dealt with
before the launching of the main attack on Dieppe itself, by the
Canadian battalions, and tanks.
By an unfortunate mischance, however, a collision between the
craft carrying one of the commandos and a strongly escorted hostile
coastal convoy gave the alarm prematurely. The other preliminary
attacks were more successful and all the hostile coastal batteries
were eventually put out of action ; but at Dieppe itself, after
fierce fighting for some hours in which much of the sea front and of
the town was cleared, the Canadian attack came to a standstill and
the subsequent withdrawal proved costly and difficult. Our total
casualties, close on 3,600, over 50 per cent of those engaged, were
considerably higher than those of the enemy; but the air battle,
in which the Luftwaffe was compelled to engage, showed a more
satisfactory balance in our favour, some 170 German machines
being destroyed and 148 damaged as against 98 of our own. Whether
the valuable lessons learned from the operations as to the formidable
quality of the German coast defence troops and the strength of
their defences was worth the high cost of the experiment, must
remain debatable.
The growth of the Army during these first three years of the war
was steady and impressive. As early as December, 1939, its
strength was one million ; a year later it had been doubled. In
December, 1941, it numbered two and a quarter million and in
the autumn of 1942 it was approaching the two and a half million
mark. The strength of the women's branch, the Auxiliary Terri-
torial Service, rose from 40,000 at the end of 1940 to double that
figure a year later and to 175,000 in the autumn of 1942.
The autumn of 1942 thus marked the nadir of Allied fortunes
in the Second World War. Germany had gone from strength to
strength in these first three years. In Russia her armies stood at
the gates of Leningrad, within seventy-five miles of Moscow, on the
banks of the Volga at Stalingrad, and on the lower slopes of the
northern Caucasus about Grozny. In North Africa the forward posts
of General Rommel's army lay less than 100 miles from the Nile
Delta. All Europe, except the Iberian Peninsula, Sweden, Switzer-
land, and a small area of Turkey, was firmly though restlessly held
in her grip. In the Far East, Japan who before her declaration of
war on the Allies had overrun the greater part of eastern and

